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Poster: A Device-free Evaluation System for Gymnastics
using Passive RFID Tags
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†Northwest University; §Singapore Management University;

†bbx@stumail.nwu.edu.cn, §jxiong@smu.edu.sg, †{dyf,xjchen,waw,zytang}@nwu.edu.cn

1. INTRODUCTION
Gymnastic evaluation is emerging as an important ap-

plication of activity recognition. However, current activity
recognition solutions fail in gymnastics evaluations. Specifi-
cally, device-based applications require the users to carry the
wearable devices, which is infeasible and even prohibited in
gymnastic exercises and competitions. Additionally, device-
free schemes are not able to capture the detailed movemen-
t information so the quality evaluations of the gymnastic
movements are missing.

In this paper, we propose DEGY, an automatic Device-
free Evaluation system for GYmnastics, which leverages the
phase measurements of the reflected RFID signal to accu-
rately characterize each gymnastic movement. DEGY em-
ploys reference profiles from a professional trainer’s move-
ments including the giant swing on the parallel bars etc.,
which are taken as the ground truths. To evaluate the qual-
ity of a movement for an athlete during the gymnastic exer-
cises, both the measured profile and the corresponding ref-
erence profile are queried. Then the evaluation from three
perspectives (regularity, continuity, duration) are identified.

2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Two challenges are addressed to realize DEGY including

handling the noisy phase readings due to hardware imper-
fections and evaluating the athlete’s performance in details.

1) Noise Reduction: Consider the Gaussian noise in the
phase readings of RFID devices [1], DEGY mitigates the
noise using a threshold-based denoising approach. We first
employ Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) to recursively
decompose the phase readings into detail coefficients and
approximation coefficients at multiple frequency levels. We
then minimize the Stein’s unbiased estimator (SURE) of risk
to remove the noise from the detail coefficients at each level.
Finally, we obtain the denoised phase values by reconstruct-
ing all the thresholded detail coefficients with the highest
level approximation coefficients.
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Figure 1: Diagrams of the athletic gymnastics
2) Movement Evaluation: Regularity − Regularity de-

picts how this movement matches the standard specification
(the ground truths). A high quality movement should have
a similar trend compared to the standard. For this purpose,
DEGY adopts Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) to compare
the measured profile with the corresponding reference one.

Continuity − It quantifies the uniformity of the gap be-
tween different movements. A higher uniformity indicates
a better pace-control ability. To detect the gap, we ex-
ploit a wavelet-based detection technique with the Doppler
information deduced from the phase readings. Our design
is based on that different movements have different speed-
s. Further, the standard deviation σ of the gap vector S is
reported to each athlete for the continuity evaluation.

Duration − Duration reflects how long a movement is
performed by an athlete. A longer duration means lower
effectiveness. DEGY estimates the duration difference dMR

between each performed movement and the corresponding
reference profile, and then provide the result to the athlete.

We implement our system with the commercial RFIDs.
For verification, we ask 30 athletes to test DEGY and give
their qualitative feedback on quality evaluation based on
their true experience. The investigation on these athletes
indicates that DEGY could be an effective gymnastics helper
with an average satisfying score of 92.7 in quality evaluation
and 87.2 in continual using where the highest score is 100.
Moreover, the continuity and duration estimation achieve
high levels with the corresponding accuracy of 90% and 97%.
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